Rescue Bear

®

Team Building Workshop

VIRTUAL

Serve our rescue workers while they serve us!
The virtual Rescue Bear ® is a virtual team building activity for up to 100 people. Each participant receives items to
build a stuffed animal that will be donated to a child in foster care. We send all the materials along with a selfaddressed, postage-paid shipping box. Individuals will be able to join a virtual classroom setting to learn about how
their personality type impacts the way the interact with coworkers. We reinforce the idea that we need each other
to be a successful team no matter where we are located. This is a great opportunity to continue strengthening your
team while giving back to your community.

Discover the strengths of each
team member
Strong teams based on diversity
The activities in this event are actually based on
personality temperaments, but your group will never
know. We have developed a revolutionary, proprietary
activity that gets the team to quickly (and in a hilarious
way) divide themselves into personality temperament
groups.
If you are a fan of Myers-Briggs or the DISC profile, you
will love this, because it is a practical way for
participants to learn about their strengths and
weaknesses based on their temperaments without the
technical lecture. Once your team is divided by
temperament, each group accomplishes challenges
specifically designed to match the strengths of the
participants.

Sample outline and options
Introduction: A fast explanation of the rules and
goals for the event.
Strength Finder: Group discovers the real
strengths of their team.
Rescue Bear ®: Participants complete challenges
based on strengths to earn materials to build the
toys.
Participants will box up their bear and mail it with
the filled out address label. They are going to be
sent and given to children that are in the foster
system

Optimal time and event size
This virtual event is perfect for any group size up to 100
people. The optimal length for this event is between 1 to 1.5
hours. A longer session lends more to the reinforcement of
what is covered and understanding how it can be applied to
your company.

Advantages of this program
Virtual classroom will allow your team to join from
anywhere in the world
This program has a high concentration of team
development so it is a fun way to bring everyone
together and grow
Your team will have a lot of fun while learning
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